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UNH Research: New Hampshire Coastal
Recreationists Support O shore Wind
Wednesday, March 31, 2021
DURHAM, N.H.— As the Biden administration announces a plan to expand the development of o shore
wind energy development (OWD) along the East Coast, research from the University of New Hampshire
shows significant support from an unlikely group, coastal recreation visitors. From boat enthusiasts to
anglers, researchers found surprisingly widespread support with close to 77% of coastal recreation
visitors supporting potential OWD along the N.H. Seacoast.
“This study takes a closer look at the lingering assumption that o shore wind in the United States
might hurt coastal recreation and tourism when in fact, we found the opposite,” said Michael
Ferguson, assistant professor of recreation management and policy. “Our findings suggest that
o shore wind energy development will likely have little impact on coastal recreation and tourism, and
in some instances, may even help amplify visitation.”
In the study (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2214629621001225), recently published in the journal Energy Research & Social Science,
researchers collected data from N.H. coastal recreation visitors using on-site surveys at 18 di erent locations along the seacoast, including beaches, marinas, boat
launches, angling locations and yacht clubs. They surveyed a variety of visitors from sightseeing and charter operators to beach goers, surfers and anglers
assessing overall perceptions toward acceptance, support, fit, and recreation impact of OWD. The researchers found that when asked about OWD, 77% of coastal
visitors were supportive, 73% were accepting and 58% agreed that OWD would fit the N.H. seascape.
To help coastal recreation visitors visualize what a commercial scale o shore wind farm would look like on the N.H. Seacoast, the researchers showed 50% of
respondents a photo simulation of an OWD project while the other 50% of respondents did not view it. Findings indicated that it did not matter if respondents saw
the photo simulation of not, their attitudes remained the same; largely positive and supportive. Additionally, most respondents agreed that OWD would not cause
them to alter or substitute their recreation activities, behaviors, or experiences.
“Most of these coastal recreation visitors frequented the area, so these are people with strong ties to the N.H. Seacoast,” said Ferguson. “And, since o shore wind
energy development has had its hurdles gaining traction and acceptance in the United States, our findings suggest that coastal recreation visitors are open and
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The researchers cite in their paper that along the N.H. Seacoast, coastal recreation is an essential sector of the state economy, accounting for more than $1.5 billion
in annual economic impact. Across the nation, beaches and their associated coastal recreation activities serve as a leading source of tourism revenue in states with
coastlines.
This work was supported by New Hampshire Sea Grant.
The University of New Hampshire (http://unh.edu) inspires innovation and transforms lives in our state, nation, and world. More than 16,000 students from all 50
states and 71 countries engage with an award-winning faculty in top-ranked programs in business, engineering, law, health and human services, liberal arts and
the sciences across more than 200 programs of study. As one of the nation’s highest-performing research universities, UNH partners with NASA, NOAA, NSF and
NIH, and receives more than $110 million in competitive external funding every year to further explore and define the frontiers of land, sea and space.
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